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SUMMARY

This report presents and analyzes the results of computer modeling of the mixing and
mobilization of non-Newtonian sludge by submerged liquid jets in horizontal cylindrical storage

" tanks. The TEMPEST computational fluid dynamics computer code was used for all of the
modeling. The storage tank configuration was designed to represent the Melton Valley Storage
Tanks (MVST) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the planned 378 m3 (100,000

" gallon) tanks of the MVST Capacity Increase Project (MVST-CIP). Sludge mobilization and
mixing times have been analyzed for a 378 m3 (100,000 gallon) tank of this configuration, using
fluid with the observed non-Newtonian rheology.

During the prior fiscal years' work, which was reported in Terrones and Eyler (1993), it
was demonstrated that computer modeling of the non-Newtonian turbulent jet mixing of tank
contents is feasible. The rheology of a typical MVST sludge, from the MVST W-28 tank, was fit
to a two-parameter power law model, which provided a good description for strain rates above 1
see-1. With a jet located 1/4 of the way along the tank's long axis, rather than at the center, a
minimum recirculating jet velocity of 6.1 m/s (20 ft/s) wasestimated to be necessary to mobilize
W-28 sludge in a half-filled 1/6 scale tank. Mixing times were calculated for salt tracers in
supernatant in the 1/6 and 2/3 scale tanks, of 0.87 m3 (230 gal) and 90.8 m3 (24,000 gallon)
capacity respectively, and were in reasonable agreement with measured mixing times. The exact
definition of the mixing time, in terms of concentration time history at a f'mite number of locations,
was found to have a strong effect on the predicted mixing time. A consistent criterion for mixing
time definition was suggested for future work. Finally, a simulant development effort was
completed and a sludge simulant (a kaolin/bentonite suspension in water) was suggested.

This work was continued into the present fiscal year with modeling of mixing and sludge
mobilization in the 378 m3 (100,000 gallon) tank. In this tank, the double jets are centrally
mounted several centimeters above the tank bottom. The sludge rheology had been determined in
previous work (Terrones and Eyler 1993) for sludge in MVST W-28. The effect of the tank
internals was not addressed. Two jet diameters, 7.6 and 10 cm (3 and 4 in), were selected as
adequate for sludge mobilization and were used in later modeling.

With the jet diameters chosen, the tank mixing times were determined for a tank completely
filled with supernatant_ without sludge. A neutrally buoyant tracer was used to track mixing.
Constant jet velocities of 0.61 to 4.6 m/s (2 to 15 ft/s) were modeled. These corresponded to
0.0126 to 0.0492 m3/s (200 to 780 gpm). Two suction configurations were considered: in the
f'wst, the re.circulation suction was centrally located and under the jets; in the second, the suction
was at the far end of the tank and well above the tank floor. Both sets of mixing times were
correlated as functions of the jet diameter and the tank circulation time constant. The mixing time
was longer for center suction than for end suction, shorter for the smaller jet diameter (given the
same flow rate), and barely affected by the height of the end-suction above the tank floor.
Supernatant mixing times of 10 minutes or less were estimated for the highest jet velocities
modeled. The mixing times and the correlations that fitted them are shown in Figure S-1.

The mobilization of MVST W-28 sludge was also modeled. Again, center-suction and
end-suction configurations were modeled. The tank, which was 5.1 m (16.7 ft) high, was filled

. with supernatant containing 0.61 m (2 ft) of sludge (center depth). The objective was to find the
minimum jet velocity that was needed to achieve sludge mobilization. (In previous work [op.cit.],

i.o
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it had been found thatjet velocities below a minimum"thresholdvelocity" left "sludge banks"of
un,emovable materialon the tloorof the tank.)

For the 378 m3 (100,t_30 gallon) tank, there were no sludge banks even at very low
velocities, and so no "thresholdvelocities." Thus, the minimum velocity for sludge mobilization
could notbe defined in termsof whatwas neededto avoid sludgebanks. Mobilizationwas instead
tested by whether the rise velocity of the sludge-supematantinterface at the far end of the tank
exceeded the sludge particle settling velocity of 2.9 cm/min. By this criterion, the minimumjet
velocity for mobilization was between 3.0 and 4.6 m/s (10 and 15 ft/s) for a lO-cm (4-in) jet
diameterand between 4.6 and 6.1 (15 and 20 ft/s) for a 7.6-cm (3-in) jet diameter. Figure S-2
shows the relationship between the sludge-supematantinterface's rise velocity (the slopes of the
lines) and the settlingvelocity for cases in whichmobilizationis or is not expected. The productof
jet diameterand jet velocity was requiredto be about0.46 m2/s (5 ft2/s) to cause mobilization. The
mixing time was about 80 minutes in both the 4.6 m/s 10-cm case and the 6.1 m/s 7.6-cm case.
Apparently, the high non-Newtonian viscosity and the suppression of mixing by the density
gradientcaused the mixing times to be 6 to 8 times longer thanfor clearsupernatantmixing.

The center-suctionconfigurationwas also used to find the effects of smaller sludge depth
(0.46 m, or 1.5 ft) and doubled sludgedensity. The double-density case requiredabout 1.5 m/s (5
ft/s) greaterjet velocity for mobilizationthandid the basecase. Decreasing the sludgedepth from
0.61 m to 0.46 m hadlittle effect on the minimum velocity requiredfor mobilization. As expected,
the smaller sludge depth decreased the jet velocity requiredfor mobilization by decreasing the
kineticenergyneeded to impartvelocity to the sludge.

Sludgemobilizationwas also modeled for an end-suctiontankconfigurationcontaining
0.61 m (2 ft) of sludge. Mobilizationwas judged by whetherthe upwardfluid velocity at the end
of the tankwas largeenoughto preventsettling. By thiscriterion,the minimumjet velocity for
mobilizationwas between 4.6 and 6.1 m/s (15 to 20 ft/s) for a 10-cm (4-in) diameterjet and
between 7.6 and 9.1 m/s (25 to 30 f-t/s)for a 7.6-cm (3-in) diameterjet. For this case, the requisite
minimumdiameter-velocity productwas about0.65 m2/s (7 ft2/s). The end-suctionconfiguration
requireda highervelocity for sludgemobilizationthanthe center-sucdonconfigtLrationbecause the
end-locatedsuctiontends to decreasethe velocity at the end-waU.

As partof anotherongoingwaste-tankremediationproject(the FlammableGas Program,
which is focusedon HartfordTank241-SY-101), the MVSTW-28 sludgerheologicaldatawere
analyzedand comparedto severalrheologicalmodels. Biviscous models such as those of Carreau
andCross models (Ellwood et al. 1990, Cross 1965) were foundto provide a morecomplete
model of W-28 rheologythan thepower-lawmodel. The resultsalso suggest that the W-28 sludge
can be describedbetterby models thatdo not includea yield stressthan by models thatdo. i
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• Center suction, 10-cm nozzle

• HI 5.l-m end suction, 10-cm nozzle
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Figure S-1. Correlated and modeled supernatant mixing times as a
function of flow rate.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The retrieval and treatment of radioactive sludges that arc stored in tanks constitute a
prevalent problem at several U.S. Department of Energy sites. The tanks typically contain a settled

• sludge layer with non-Newtonian rheological characteristics covered by a layer of supernatant.
The first step in retrieval is the mobilization and mixing of the supematant and sludge in the storage
tanks. Submerged jets have been proposed to achieve sludge mobilization in tanks, including the

• 189 m3 (50,000 gallon) Melton Valley Storage T_ '<s(MVST) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) and the planned 378 m3 (100,000 gallon) tanks being designed as part of the MVST
Capacity Increase Project (MVST-CIP).

This report focuses on the modeling of mixing and mobilization in horizontal cylindrical
tanks like those of the MVST design using submerged, recirculating liquid jets. The computer
modeling of the mobilization and mixing processes uses the TEMPEST computational fluid
dynamics program (Trent and Eyler 1992). The goals of the simulations are to determine under
what conditions sludge mobilization using submerged liquid jets is feasible in tanks of this
configuration, and to estimate mixing times required to approach homogeneity of the contents.

During cartier phases of this work (Terrones and Eyler 1993), it was demonstrated that
computer modeling of the non-Newtonian turbulent jet mixing of tank contents is feasible. The
rheological bebavior of a typical MVST sludge, from the MVST W-28 tank, was fit to a two-

. parameter power law model which provided a good description for strain rates above 1 sec-1. A
minimum recirculating jet velocity of 6.1 m/s (20 f_/s) was estimated to be necessary to mobilize
W-28 sludge in a half-filled I/6 scale tank where the suction was located above the jets and above
the sludge level. At lower velocities, some "sludge banks" remained on the bottom of the 1/6 scale
tank. Mixing times were estimated for salt tracers in supernatant in the I/6 and 2/3 scale tanks, and
proved to be in reasonable agreement with the measured mixing times. The exact definition of the
mixing time, in terms of concentration time history at a finite number of locations, was found to
have a strong effect on the predicted mixing time, and a consistent criterion for mixing time
definition was suggested for future work. Finally, a simulant development effort was completed
and a sludge simulant (a kaolin/bentonite suspension in water) was suggested.

This work is a continuation of the modeling of mixing and sludge mobilization, this time
using the 100,000 gallon tank design; here the double jets (pointing in opposing directions) are
centrally mounted several centimeters above the tank bottom along its centerline. The sludge
rheology was that which had been determined in previous work (Terrones and Eyler 1993) for
ORNL W-28 sludge. The effect of the tank internals was not addressed. In Task 1 of this work, a
literature review and preliminary modeling of 7.6-cm-diameter jets were employed to determine jet
diameters that would be likely to ensure sludge mobilization. Two diameters, 7.6 and 10 cm (3
and 4 in), were selected and were used in later modeling.

In Tasks 2 and 3, the mixing times were determined for a tracer (neutrally buoyant, non-
reacting chemical addition) for two different suction configurations in a tank completely filled with
supernatant without sludge. In the first configuration, the recirculation suction was centrally

. located, just under the jets. In the second configuration,the suction was located at the far end of
the tank some distance from the center of the tank floor. Suction heights of 0.7 m (2.3 ft), 1.2 m
(4 ft), and 5.1 m above the tank bottom were modeled. Both sets of supernatant mixing times

. could be accurately expressed as functions of the jet diameter and the tank circulation time constant
(tank fluid volume divided by recirculation flow rate). It was also possible to include the "extent of
mixing" as partof the corcelation. Here "extent of mixing" means the maximum percent deviation
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of a locally monitored concentration from the final fully-mixed value. The effect of prolonged
injection of the tracer was also explored in the modeling done for Tasks 2 and 3.

The mobilization of W-28 sludge was modeled for Task 4. Again, two suction
configurations were considered, both with 0.61 m (2 ft) of sludge (center depth) in the tank. One
was a configuration with the suction located at the tank center below the jets and the sludge
surface, and the other placed the suction at a different height above the sludge at each end. Jet
velocities from 1.5 to 9.1 m/s (5 to 30 ft/s) were modeled.

For both the center-suction and end-suction configurations, there was no clear "threshold
velocity" below which undisturbed sludge banks remained on the floor of the tank. (The i/6 scale
mobilization modeling, in which the recirculation suction was located in clear supernatant above the
jets, had exhibited definite threshold velocities.) Because of the lack of a threshold velocity,
mob_zation was tested by whether the rise veloci_ of the sludge-supernatant interface at the end
of the tank was greater than the sludge particl_ settling velocity. Jet velocities of 4.6 to 9.1 m/s (15
to 30 ft/s) were necessary for sludge mobilization. A higher jet velocity was required for the end-
suction configuration than for the center-suction configuration. The center-suction configuration
was also used to investigate the effects of smaller sludge depth (0.46 m, or 1.5 ft) and doubled
sludge density.

As part of another ongoing DOE waste-tank remediation project (the Flammable Gas
Program, which is focused on Hanford Tank 241-SY-I01), the MVST W-28 sludge theological
datawere analyzed and compared to several rheological models other than the power law.

I.I Objectives/Statement of Work

The purpose of this work was to assess the requirements for mobilizing non-Newtonian
sludges using submerged liquid jets and to estimate the time required to reach homogeneous
concentration distributions in horizontal tanks. Simulations in tank configurations similar to the
ORNL storage tanks, known as MVSTs, were carried out with the three-dimensional time-
dependent fluid-flow simulator program TEMPEST (Trent and Eyler 1992). Simulations were
intended to complement experimental work at ORNL and to support investigations in the retrieval
of wastes.

Specific objectives of the present work are to

• Simulate mixing and homogenization of Newtonian supernatant in a fully-filled horizontal
tank, investigating different suction configurations and jet parameters.

• Determine the requiredjet velocity to mobilize the non-Newtonian sludge in the tank.

To satisfy these objectives, the statement of work includes four tasks:

• Task I" Make a preliminary investigation to determine two plausible jet diameters for .
sludge mobilization. All subsequent simulations for the I00,000 gallon tanks will use
these jet diameters.

• Task2: Determinemixingtimesfora tankfilledwithsupematantonly,witha centrally-
locatedrecirculationline.Two opposedjetsareinthemiddleofthetankatleasttwo
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diametersabove the floor. Chemical addition (modeled as non-reactive) is nearthe tank
middle 0engthwise) near the top. The designcondition is 200 gpm (total from both jets).

• Task 3: The same as Task 2, but with the recirculation suction inlets located at equal
• heights at thetwo tankends.

• Task 4: Determine the minimum velocity to mobilize W-28 sludge for each of two jet
• diameters. Two recirculationinlet locations are to be considered, one at the tank center

underthejets and the otherat unequalheightsat the tankends.

Section 2 of this report gives the conclusionsand recommendations,based on workperformedto
fulfill the fourtasks. Section 3 describes thegeneraltechnical approach.The detailed description
and results of Task 1 are presented in Section 4, the results of Tasks 2 and 3 in Section 5, and
results _f Task4 in Section 6. A summaryof an additionalanalysisof the theological behaviorof
W-28 sludge is given in Appendix A.

1.2 Background

The systematicstudyof jet mixing in tanksstartedhalf a centuryago andhas concentrated
on the mixing of emulsions and dilute suspensions,which areprincipallyNewto_ fluids. The
In_erred geometricconfigurationin these investigationsis the verticalcylindricalt,_H containinga
single submergedjet whose location and orientationwithin the tankarevaried. Horizontaltanks,
and highly viscous and non-Newtonian fluids, have not received much attention. Some
investigators befieve that the tank geometry has little effect on the mixing time, but this has not
been conclusivelyestablished.

OakRidge researchers(Shor and Cmnmins1991) haveinvestigatedmobilizationof sludge
similar to thatin the MVSTs. Ceo et al. (1990) experimentallydeterminedthatsludges and slurries
from eight of the MVSTs behave like viscoplastic materials with a small apparentyield stress.
Their datawere laterused by Youngbloodet al. (1991) to correlate sludgetransportbehaviorand
to calculate the pressuredropin pipes. Graphicalcomparisonsindicate that the power law model
renders a betterdescription than the Bingham plastic model, providedthe strainrate (shear rate)
exceeds 1.0 sec-X.

In muchof theliterature mixing has been defined in a rather vague or qualitative manner.
Some mixing time correlationshave been basedon concentrationinformationrecordedatonly two
points within the vessel (Maruyama1986). The particulardefinition of mixing markedlyaffects
the mixing time. Mixing time estimates computedwith different defined criteria, using the same
thne-history data, can vary by as much as 30 to 40% (Terrones and Eyler 1993). This is
significant in comparing computer simulations to experimental data and may, in part, be an
explanationfor the variationin empiricalmixingcorrelations.

1.3 Motivation

Numerical simulations assist in improvingunderstanding of the phenomenaoccurring in
the mobilization process. They notonly complement the ongoing experimentalefforts, but also

. provide information which cannot be obtained from experimentation. Through numerical
experiments it is possible to construct accurate correlations for mixing times, because the
concentrationtimehistoryof each computationalcell can be computed.
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The TEMPEST model has been used extensively in the simulation of three-dimensional
time-dependent thermo-fluid problems in complex geometries and its predictions for jet mixing
have agreed well with earlier experimental work (Rajaratnam 1976). TEMPEST has also been
validated for power-law fluids in pipe and channel flow geometries for which analytic solutions arc
known. Terrones and Eyler (1993) found that it was feasible to use TEMPEST to model non-
Newtonian jet and mixing flow in horizontal cylindrical tanks. Their predictions of mobilization in
1/6 and 2/3 scale tanks have not yet been conf'Lrmedexperimentally(a).

t

(s) Whilesomeof thesedatahavebeenmeasuredin 1/6and2/3scaleMVSTexperiments,theyhavenot
yetbeenpublishedandmadeavailable.
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS !

This work investigated the mixing times and minimum jet velocities for sludge mobilization
for the 378 m3 (100,000 gallon) tank being designed as part of the MVST-CIP. The tanks are
assumed to contain ORNL W-28 sludge. The investigations of supernatant mixing times included
the effects of.jet diameter and velocity, different suction locations, and chemical additive injection

, time. The sludge mobilization analysis considered primarily jet diameter and velocity; the
sensitivity to sludge depth and sludge density effects was also tested.

2.1 Conclusions

Preliminary modeling and a brief literature review were conducted to determine the
appropriatejet diameters for use in more detailed modeling, with the following conclusions:

• The mixing time in the MVST-CIP horizontal cylindrical tank configuration appears to have
the same approximate functional dependencies as mixing times in the vertical tanks that had
been studied in the literature. In a turbulent jet regime, the mixing time can be expected to
be proportional to the recirculation time. When the recirculation time (the flow rate) is held
constant, the mixing time is proportional to the jet diameter and inversely proportional to
the length of the jet axis (owing to entrainment). The jet axis length is defined as the
distance along the jet axis from the nozzle to the nearest blocking surface.

; i

• Jet diameters of 7.6 and 1Ocm (3 and 4 in) are small enough to ensure that the jet remains
in the low-mixing-time turbulent regime during supematant mixing.

TEMPEST modeling was conducted for a supematant-filled tank, with jet diameters of 7.6
and 10cm (3 and 4 in) and a range of recirculation flow rates from 0.0126 to 0.0492 m3/s (200 to
780 gpm). The conclusions were as follows:

• The location of the suction makes little difference in supernatant mixing. The mixing time
for a suction location under the jets (centrally located) is only about 20% greater than for a
suction location at the end of the tank. For end-suction, the change in mixing time for
suction over a wide range of heights is less than 6%, with the longer mixing times at lower
suction heights.

• Adding the tracerover a fmite time, rather than instantaneously, has little effect on mixing
time. The increase in mixing time that is caused by injecting tracerover a 10-minute period
is less than 5 minutes, under the studied range of conditions. For comparison, the mixing
times ranged from 15 minutes to more than an hour.

• The mixing time can be correlated with the _ulation time (tank volume divided by flow
• rate) and the jet diameter, and is nearly linearly proportional to the product of those

variables. The correlations are given in Section 5.3.
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TEMPEST modeling was also conducted for a tank filled with supernatant and containing
0.61 m (2 ft) of sludge out of a total tank height of 5.1 m (16.7 f0. This 0.61-m depth of settled
sludge occupied a bulk volume of 6.1% of the tank. The range of conditions for a jet diameter of
7.6 cm (3 in) included recirculation flow rates from 0.0278 to 0.0694 m3/s (440 to 1100 gpm);
these corresponded to jet velocities from 3.0 to 7.6 m/s (10 to 25 ft/s). The range of conditions for
a jet diameter of 10 cm (4 in) included flow rates from 0.0271 to 0.108 m3/s (390 to 1570 gpm),
corresponding to jet velocities from 1.5 to 6.1 m/s (5 to 20 ft/s). Two different suction locations
were considered, one central (under the jets), the other on the end walls, at a different distance
above the tank bottom centerline at each end. The following conclusions were drawn:

• The rise velocity of the sludge/supernatant interface was of the same order of magnitude as
the settling velocity, showing that settling could have a significant effect in the 378 m3
(I00,000 gallon) tank.

• For the configurationin which the suction was located underneath the jet nozzles,at the
tank center, the minimum jet velocities for mobilization 3¢erefound to be between 3.0 and
4.6 m/s (I0 and 15 f't/s) for a 10-cm (4-in) diameter jet, and between 4.6 and 6.1 m/s (15
and 20 ft/s) for a 7.6-cm (3-in) diameter jet. For the configuration in which the suction
was located at the tank ends, the minimum jet velocities for mobilization were found to be
between 4.6 and 6.1 m/s (15 and 20 ft/s) for a 10-cm jet, and between 6.1 and 7.6 m/s (20
and 25 ft/s) for a 7.6-cm jet. Clearly suction location makes a difference to sludge
mobilization, though not to pure supernatant mixing.

• Even at the lowest jet velocities, no sludge banks were observed for either the center-
suction or end-suction locations. In the I/6 scale case, sludge banks had formed at one end
of the tank because the location of the suction above the jets caused the jet flow to loop
back on itself before it reached the tank end. The center-suction and end-suction
configurations precluded this "shorted-out" flow pattern.

• Decreasingthesludgedepthby25% (from0.61to0.46m, orfrom6.1% to4.6% ofthe
tankvolume)causeda slightdecreasein theminimum velocityrequiredforsludge
mobilization.

• Doublingthe sludgesolidsdensityfrom2.0to4.4g/ccrequireda 30% to50% increasein
theminimum velocityformobilization.

• At the minimum velocity required for mobilization, the mixing times were about 80 minutes
for the central-suction case, 6 to 8 times longer than the supematant mixing times for the
same jet and suction parameters. Mixing times were not determined for the end-suction
case, but were _xpected to exceed I00 minutes.

• The differing heights of the suction points on the end walls (0.7 and 1.2 m, or 2.4 and 4 ft)
did not affect the velocity required for mobilization. The height difference did cause the
flow rate in the recirculation fines to oscillate by more than 50% during the first 10
minutes. This happened because sludge flowed into one suction line sooner than into the
other, and the two suction lines were joined upstream of the nozzles. For a fixed jet flow
rate to be maintained, lowered flow in one line had to be offset by higher flow in the other.
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* It might be possible to reduce the mixing time by starting the pump at a relatively low flow
rate and, once the sludge dilution process is well underway, increasing the flow rate to
impel the sludge to the top of the tank.

i

2.2 Recommendations

• Several recommendations are offered as a result of this work.

• If additional mixing analysis is to be conducted, alternate theological descriptions for
sludges (Appendix A) should be investigated more fully. This would establish the extent
to which the low-shear-rate inaccuracy of the power-law rheological model (used in the
modeling to date) might cause an over-estimation of the required velocity for mobilization
and of the mixing time.

• A more extensive set of mixing time calculations is needed to form a complete idea of how
sludge mixing time varies with jet and suction parameters and with the extent of filling of
the tank.

• A comparison of the TEMPEST model predictions to experimental data should be
performed when experimental data become available, especially for sludge mobilization.

, Further sludge modeling could be used to explore whether varying the jet velocity during
operation would reduce the required mixing time.
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3.0 APPROACH

The present investigations are of supematant mixing times and sludge layer mobilization in
• 378 m3 (100,000 gallon), horizontal-cylinder, waste storage tanks at ORNL. These tanks are part

of the MVST-CIP. In general, the CIP design is a larger version of the 189 m3 (50,000 gallon)
MVST design. Preliminary computer modeling analyses for 1/6 and 2/3 scale experimental

• configurations of MVST have been reported (Terrones and Eyler 1993). The present
investigations continue this work. The two design questions -- the time required to achieve full
supematant mixing and the feasibility of sludge mobilization -- were addressed with somewhat
different approaches.

The mixing time in a supernatant-fiUed tank was determined as in previous work (o13.cir.).
Tank configtaation models were developed that included recircuiation suction lines and nozzles for
the jets. To simplify computations, the tank was treated as having two symmetry planes. One
vertical symmetry plane lay along the length of the tank, giving the modeling domain a semi-
circular cross-section. The other symmetry plane was also vertical, located halfway between the
ends of the tank. After the jet velocity was initialized and the tracer injected, the tracer
concentrations were monitored at several locations throughout the tank. The maximum
concentration difference between monitors was used to calculate the extent of mix_,g and to find
the mixing times. The mixing times were correhted as functions of jet diameter and flow rate.

The feasibility of sludge mobilization could not be assessed so quantitatively. In the
previous 1/6 scale simulations (op. cir.), the jets had been located 1/4 of the way along the long
axis and recirculation suction located in clear supematant above the jets. These simulations found
that low je, velocities aUowed the existence of sludge banks at one end of the tank floor. No such
sludge banks were evident with the two 378 m3 (100,000 gal) tank suction configurations that
were studied. Thus, a different set of criteria for judging feasibility had to be found.

Two criteria were found. First, the rise velocity of the interface between the gradually-
diluted sludge and the supernatant was compared to the hindered settling velocity of the sludge
particles. This value was derived from the 2.9 cm/min maximum settling velocity observed by Coo
et al. (1990). When the interface rise velocity remained greater than the settling velocity all the way
to the top of the tank, the jet velocity was considered adequate to assure mobilization. Second, the
upward fluid velocity at the end of the tank floor was checked to confirm that the jet had reached
the far wall with enough momentum to maintain mixing.

In modeling sludge mobilization for the end-suction configuration, computer time
constraints made it impossible to continue a large number of runs at different velocities to their
conclusion. Therefore, a simulation was begun at a low velocity, equal to the velocity required for
sludge mobilization for the (less demanding) center-suction configuration. At 50 to 60 minutes
into the model run, the jet velocity was suddenly increased by 1.5 or 3.0 m/s (5 or 10 ft/s), and
this higher velocity was maintained, _1the end of the run. If the velocity jump proved to provide
an upward fluid velocity that was laxge enough to prevent settling at the top of the end of the tank,

• then that velocity was considered to be high enough to ensure sludge mobilization. Though this
velocity-change approach saved computer time and allowed more velocities to be tested for
mobilization, it made it impossible to determine mixing times.
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4.0 DETERMINING JET DIAMETERS

The objective of Task 1 of the present work was to make a preliminary investigation to
determine two plausible jet diameters for sludge mobilization. All subsequent simulations for the
100,000 gallon tanks used these diameters. The choice was based on literature correlations for jet
mixing in tanks. Preliminary TEMPEST modeling in a simplified geometry was also conducted to

• check the consistency of the literature correlations f Jr vertical cylindrical geometry with mixing
behavior in a horizontal cylindrical tank. This section gives the basis for choosing 3-inch and 4-
inch jet diameters for ftmher study.

4.1 Correlations from the Literature

The correlations of mixing time (tm) found in the literature were all obtained from tank
configurations with a vertical axis and nozzles in a variety of locations and orientations, and were
based on a qualitative estimate of the degree of mixing. Some of the correlations from past work,
which were summarized in Maruyama (1986), Rice (1986), and Tatterson (1991) have included

Fossett and Prosser.

8D" (4.1)

Van deVusse:

8.7D "_sin0 (4.2)
t m = du

OkitaandOyam_

Coldrey:

t, = 3"54D2Hd (4.4)

where D = tank diameter (in a vertical cylindrical tank)
H = liquid depth
d = jetnozzlediameter

. L = jetaxislength(distancealongthejetaxisfromthenozzletoawall)
q= recirculationvolumetricflowrate(orjetflowrateatthenozzle)
u = jetvelocityatthenozzle

. _ = mixingtime

0 = jetanglefromthehorizontal
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All of these correlations can bc expressedin a single form, as

d (4.5)
t., =Ch_

where C = a constantvaryingfrom 2.6 to 7 dependingon nozzle angleandlocation;for a near-
floor jet, C is about twice the minimum value, which is seen for a jet at H/2 height

tR = re.circulationtime constant, equal to (tank volume / w.circulation flow rate)

Equation 4.5 is reliable only for a jet Reynolds number (Re) greater than about 30,000
Maruyama 1986). In this "circulation" regime, the jet is turbulent and its entrainment rate is
independent of Re. Below Re = 10,000, where the dimensionless mixing time [(tm/tR) (L/d)]
reaches a minimum, Maruyama (1986) shows that the mixing time increases strongly with
decreasing Re. In this laminar regime the mixing dm© is proportional to Rc-l.l, according to
Maruyama's Figure 4 (op. cit.). The minimum dimensionless mixing time at Re = I0,000 is about
half the constant value that is reached above Re - 30,000. Only one data set included an estimate
of the extent of mixing; in this, the mixing time criterion wasdefined at the time at which 1%
departure from the final mixed concentration was reached, with the measurement locations(s)
unstated (ibid.).

The jet diameter should be chosen to assure that, at the lowest design flow rate, the jet Rc
will remain above the critical value of 30,000, in a range where the dimensionless mixing time is a
tnvAictabl¢ constant value. Then the Rc can be calculateA as

Re = d..._u= _ (4.6)
v gdv

where v= kinematic viscosity, = (2.2 cP / 1.285 g/cc) = 1.71 x 10-6 mZ/s for W-28
supernatant,basedonCoo etal.(1990)

The designflowrateis0.0126m3/s(200gpm),totalfortwo opposedjets.Forthisflow
rate,themaximum nozzlediameterforwhichtheRc isabovethecriticalvalueis15cm (6in).
Smallernozzlediametersof7.6and10cm (3and4 in)wereselectedtoincreaseRe furtherintothe
turbulentrangeandtofm'therdecreasemixingtime,accordingtoEquation(4.5).

Scaledsludgemobilizationexperimentshavebeen conducted(b),usingsimulantsof
Hartfordwasteina 1/12-scalemodel ofa verticalHanfordtank..The conclusionwas thatthe
productofjetvelocityanddiameterhadtobeatleast2.7m2/s(29.4ft2/s)tomobilizesludgetoa
distanceof 11m (37.5ft).Fora 7.6-cmnozzle,thiscriterioncorrespondstovelocitieson the
orderof37 m/s. Unfortunately,itisverydifficulttocomparetheHanfordsimulants,which
includedverycohesivematerialshavinga yieldstressofI000Pa, withW-28 sludge,whichhas
noobservedyieldstressandexhibitsa strainrateofabout100scc-1atonly10Pa shearstress.

,, m

(b) Fow,C.L,Scott,P.A.,Whyatt,G.A.,andC.M.Ruecker. 1987. Pilot-ScaleRetrieval Tests Using
SimulatedNCAW. 7W21-87-15,PacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland,Washington.TechnicalReportfor
WestinghouseHanfordCompany.
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In other work, Chang and Beaver (1993) conducted scaled experimental work supporting
implementation of a mixing pump in Hartford's 241-SY-I01 tank. Jet nozzles of 7.1 ¢m (2.8 in)
were ultimately used in 241-SY-I01, and indications are that mixing has been sufficient to obviate
that tank'sproblem. Jet velocities of about 15 to 18 m/s (50 to 60 ft/s) were used, giving diameter-

. velocity product of 1.1 to 1.3 m2/s (12 to 14 ft2/s). Recirculafion suction was located directly
above the jets, at about 2/3 of the tank depth above the bottom. The initial thickness of the sludge
layer in SY-101 was about half the total depth. The SY-1.01 settled sludge had a yield stress on the

• order of 1000 Pa, thus was much more cohesive than W-28 sludge.

From these sludge mobilization studies, it was concluded that the 3-inch and 4-inch jet sizes
would provide jets whose flow was adequate to mix the tank contents and mobilize the W-28
sludge.

4.2 Preliminary Modeling

After the jet diameter determination was made, a 378 m3 (100,000 gad)tank configuration
with estimated nozzle size and location was used as a preliminary model for mixing. The tank was
a horizontal cylinder 5.1 m (16.7 ft in) in diameter and20.2 m (66.2 ft) long, filled with
supernatant. Two opposed jets were located in the tank center-plane, halfway between the ends,
two no_,.zle-diametersabove the floor. The suction was located under the jets, one diameter above
the floor. (Based on symmetries, the model included a half-circle of the tank cross-section, half of
its length, and one of the two jets.) The modeled tank volume was about 387 m3 (I_2,000 gal), a
sufficiently close modeling approximation to the 378 m3 (100,000 gal) design volume. The liquid
properties were taken as being the same as those mcasm_ for the supematant (pure liquid) in the
W-28 tank, a density of 1285 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity of 2.2 Pa s (Ceo et al. 1990).

Several simulations were conducted with 7.6 cm (3-in) diameter nozzles at various jet
velocities. With all other parameters fixed, the mixing time was found to be inversely proportional
to the jet velocity, a result that was consistent with Equation (4.5). Mixing times for 0.1%
depanm_ from the final mixed concentration at all monitored tank locations were approximately
correlated as

tm= 5.66 / u (4.7)

where u is in ftYsand tmin hr.

Equation (4.5) was evaluated for a jet length L of 10.0 m (half a tank length), a volume of
194 m3 (half a tank volume per jet), and compared to Equation (4.7), using consistent units. The
constant C in Equation (4.5) was found to be about 20 for the modeled horizontal tank. This was
well outside the range of values for C (2.6 to 7) that had been found for vertical-cylinder tanks.
The increase in the constant may have resulted from a more restrictive criterion for the extent of
mixing (0.1% rather than 1%) or from the differences in mixing due to the horizontal
configuration. Furthermore, it suggests that the horizontal-cylinder experiments in progress at
ORNL will be of value in providing a basis for a validation of the computed mixing times(e).

i i ii IH

(c) Whilesomeof thesedatahavebeen_ in 1/6and2/3scaledMVSTexperiments,theyhavenot
yetbeenpublishedandmadeavailable.Per,_al communicationwithJ.Pcm_
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5.0 SUPERNATANT MIXING

The objective of Tasks2 and 3 of the presentworkwas to determinemixing times for 378
• m3 (100,000 gallon) tanks filled with supernatantalone. In Task2, the suction inlet was centrally

located directly under the jets. In Task 3 the suction inlet was placed at the ends of the tanks at
variousdistances above the tankbottom centerline. In both tasks, two nozzle diameters, 7.6 and

. 10 cm (3 and 4 in), _._reused. Jet velocities were varied correspondingto a range of total flow
rates from 0.0126 to 0.0492 m3/s (200 to 780 gpm).

In most calculations,a chemical addition was modeled as instantaneous. The effect of the
duration of the addition was modeled for the conditions that predicted the shortest _,ndlongest
mixing times.

The results of the simulations conducted in these tasks are correlationsof mixing time in the
supematant-filled tank. These correlations are presented as a function of jet nozzle diameter and
mixedness (percent deviation from the final concentration).

5.1 Modeling

The modeled 378 m3 (100,000 gal) tank was a horizontal cylinder 5.1 m (16.7 ft) in
diameter and 20.2 m (66.2 ft) long, fdled with supernatant. These dimensions were a modeling
approximation of the design dimensions of the tank, 4.9 m (16 ft) OD and 20.8 m (68.4 ft) long.
Two symmetry planes were used to simplify modeling. The jets were located in _e center of the
tank plan-view, with the jet centerline 0.22 m (8.6 in) above the tank bottom. The modeled tank
volume was about 387 m3 (102,000 gal). A schematic of the tankconfiguration used in these
computations is presented in Figure 5.1.

In the fast suction configuration,the recirculationinlet was located beneath thejets, 8.9 cm
(3.5 in) from the bottom of the tank. This central location resembled that used for the Task 1
preliminarymodeling (Section 4.2). In theothersuction configurations,the recirculation inlet was
located at either 0.7 m (2.3 ft) above the tankbottom, 1.2 m (4 ft) above, or the top center of the
tankend (5.1 m above the floor). Because the tank was modeled as end-to-end symmetric, one
inlet was modeledat thesame heightat each end of the complete tank.

The liquid propertieswere those measuredfor the supernatant(pure liquid) in the W-28
tank, a density of 1285 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity of 2.2 mPa s (Ceo et al. 1990). To permit
turbulentbut not laminar diffusion as modeled by the TEMPEST code, the turbulentSchmidt
numberwas set to 0.71 and the molecular Schmidt number to 109. This choice reflected the
relatively low viscosityof the puresupernatantand the expectedimportanceof turbulentmixing.

5.2 Results

, The mixing times in hourswere estimatedby using Criterion1 (as defined by Terronesand
Eyler 1993) with eight concentration monitor cells, whose locations are shown in Figure 5.2.
Criterion1describes the "extentof mixing" as the maximumconcentrationdifference between any

• two monitored locations, divided by the final well-mixed concentration. The mixing time results
arepresented in Figures5.3 and5.4 for 7.6-cm (3-in) and 10-cm (4-in) diameter jets respectively.
Ineach figure, two differentsets of mixing times areshown,one for a 5%extentof mixing and
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one for more complete mixing of 0.1%. Also included in each figure are results for the various
recirculation locations as identified in the legends.

The two figures show that the mixing times at 0.1% and 5% mixing vary with flow rate in
ve_ similar ways. The effect of varying the extent of mixing is about the same at all flow rates: a
mLxingtime increase of roughly 45% is required to go from 5% mixing to 0.1% mixing.

For the end-suction configuration, the effect of the suction height variation is small. At i

short mixing times (high flow rates), the mixing-time difference between locating the suction at
1.2-m (4-ft) height and the top of the tank (about 5.1 m) is negligible (Figure 5.3). At long mixing
times (low flow rates), varying the suction height from 0.7 m (2.3 ft) to the top of the tank causes
less than 6% change in mixing time (Figure 5.4). The mixing time consistently increases as the
suction level is lowered.

In Figure 5.3, where the jet diameter was 7.6 cm (3 in), the mixing times are clearly shown
to be about 20% longer for center-suction than for end-suction, given the same flow rate. Figure
5.4, for the 10-cm (4-in) jet diameter, shows some irregularities in the relationship of mixing time
to flow rate. As can be seen, the modeling results show mixing times for center-suction that can be
either longer or shorter than the time required for end-suction at the same flow rate and extent of
mixing. The irregular mixing-time behavior may be due to jet inter,,ction with the bottom of the
tank. The jet is slightly closer to the tank bottom, in terms of the number of jet diameters, for the
1O-cmjet than for the 7.6-cm jet. To provide an upper-bound estimate of mixing time for the
center-suction case, only the mixing times that were higher than those for end-suction were used in
the correlation (see Section 5.3). This is why more data points are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4
than in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, which depict the correlations.

All the data plotted in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are for instantaneous initial addition of a non-
reacting chemical (in effect, a tracer) at the top center of the tank. The effect of adding the tracerat
the same location over a 10-minute period was also modeled for two end-suction conditions: a
7.6-cm (3-in) jet with a flow rate of 0.0416 m3/s (660 gpm), and a 10-cm (4-in) jet with a flow
rate of 0.0126 m3/s (200 gpm). These were the two conditions leading to shortest and longest
mixing times. At 7.6 cm and 0.0416 m3/s, the modeled 5%-extent mixing time increases from
0.253 hr to 0.306 hr when the tracer addition is prolonged. At I0 cm and 0.0126 m3/s, the
modeled 5%-extent mixing time increases from 1.217 hr to 1.229 hr when the tracer addition is
prolonged. Interestingly, the overall mixing time is almost exactly equal to the root-mean-square
of the injection time and the instant-addition mixing time:

0.303 hr = _/(0.253 hr mixing)" + (0.167 hr injection) 2
(5.1)

1.228hr= ,4(1.217hrmixing)2+ (0.167hrinjection)2

The values calculated by r-m-s in Equation (5.1) almost equal those estimated by
TEMPEST (0.306 and 1.229 hr). It is not clear whether there is a theoretical basis for this
correspondence.
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5.3 Correlations

The mixingtimedatapresentedinFigures5.3and5.4werecorrelatedina formsimilarto
thatgiveninEquation4.5.Itprovedtobepossibletoincludetheextentofmixingaspartofthe

. correlation,thoughthereisno theo,'eticalbasisforthisfunctionalformoftheextentofmixing.
Equations5.3and5.4arethecorrelationsthatwerederivedforthedata.Figures5.5and5.6are
plotsofthesecorrelationsandthe5%-extentmixingtimedata;themixingtimesareplottedversus

, flowrateinFigure5.5andversusjetvelocityinFigure5.6.

Correlationforcentersuction:

(tm/tR)= d0.91[0.0170+ 0.001197(log10p)2] (5.2)
maximum overestimation5.1%
maximum underestimation2%

Correlationforendsuction:

(tin/iS)= dl.07[0.01066+ 0.0008494(log10p)2] (5.3)
maximum overestimation11.6%
maximum underestimationI%

where tR= V/q (5.4)i

tln= mixingtime
ts= residencetime
d = jetdiameter,cm
V = totaltankfluidvolume,definedas378m3 (100,000gad
q = rexirculationvolumetricflowrate,m3/time
p = extentofmixing,orthemaximum simultaneouslymonitoredconcenw,ttion

differenceasafraction(notapercentage)ofthefinalfully-mixed
concentration

These correlations are known to be accurate only for the 378 m3 (100,000 gallon) tank
dimensions and geometry, within the parameter ranges of noza.le diameter 7.6 to 10 cm (3 to 4 in),
recirculation flow 0.0126 to 0.0492 m3/s (200 to 780 gpm), and extent of mixing 5% to 0.1%.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of tank configuration used in computational models for Task 2
(top) and Task 3 (bottom), supernatant mixing.
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Figure 5.3. Supematant mixing times for two opposed 7.6-cm jets in the

378 m3 (100,000 gallon) tank, for various suction locations.
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6.0 SLUDGE MOBILIZATION

The objective of Task 4 was to determine the minimum jet velocity to mobilize W-28 sludge
• for each of two jet diameters, 3-inch and 4-inch. Two opposed jets were centrally located between

the tank ends and near the tank floor. The axis of the jets was aligned with the horizontal tank
axis. Two recirculation suction configurations were considered, one with the recirculation inlet

, centrally located just below the jets, and one with a recirculation inlet at each end of the tank. In
f the latter case, each of the recirculation inlets was at a different height above the tank floor. A

limited number of calculations were done to find the effects of sludge solids density (2.0 and 4.4
g/cc) and sludge depth (0.61 and 0.46 m, or 2 and 1.5 ft).

6.1 Modeling

The modeled 378 m3 (I00,000 gal) tank was a horizontal cylinder 5.1 m (16.7 ft) in
diameter and 20.2 m (66.2 ft) long, f'flled with supematant, as in the modeling described in
Sections 4 and 5. The jets were located in the center of the tank plan-view with centerline 24 cm
(9.4 in) above the tank bottom. The modeled tank volume was about 387 m3 (102,000 gal).
These dimensions represent the 378 m3 (I00,000 gal) tank within a few percent, adequate for
modeling purposes. Figure 6.1 shows the two suction configurations as modeled. The sludge
mobilization modeling included a non-viscous tracerspecies (_tially placed at the top center of the
tank) as well as the non-Newtonian sludge species.

In the first of the two suction configurations, the re,circulation suction was located beneath
the jets, 6.1 cm (2.4 in) from the bottom of the tank. This central location resembled that used for
the supernatant mixing modeling, and it was possible to simplify the model by using two
symmetry planes.

In the other suction configuration, the modeling began by locating the suction at 0.7 m (2.4
ft) above the tank bottom at one end and at 1.2 m (4 f0 above the bottom at the other end. The
suction diameter was 0.17 m (6.8 in). Only one symmetry plane (the axial one) could be used to
model this configuration, since the two ends were distinguished by their different suction heights.
As the modeling proceeded, it became clear that the difference in suction heights affected the
distribution of flow between the two suction points only during the fh'st I0 to 20 minutes. At later
times, the concentrations and viscosities in the suction lines were close enough to equal to allow
the suction flows to equalize. Therefore, the mobilization and mixing at later times were not
changed significantly by different suction heights. Accordingly, the end-suction model was
changed to an end-symmetric suction model (as in previous work) with the suction located at 4 ft
above the bottom. This reduced the computer time required per run.

In the base case runs, the sludge depth was set at 0.61 m (24 in) and the final well-mixed
sludge concentration in the tank was 1.0 vol%. A set of sensitivity tests checked the effect of a
smaller sludge depth of 0.46 m (18 in).

• Sludge and liquid properties were taken from Terrones and Eyler (1993) and Ceo et al.
(1990). The liquid properties were those measured for the supematant (pure liquid) in the W-28
tank, a density of 1.285 g/cc and a dynamic viscosity of 2.2 mPa s. The sludge density was 2.0

- g/CC.
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Particle settling was not modeled in the central-suction TEMPEST runs, in accord with the
insignificant settling effects shown by results of the 1/6 scale modeling (Terrones and Eyler 1993).
However, the slow rise velocity of the interface was comparable in magnitude to the sludge settling
velocity (2.9 cm/min). Therefore, it was possible that particle settling could offset mixing and
prevent mobilization. To make sure that settling was accounted for, the predicted interface rise
rates were checked against the settling velocity. Only these cases where the rise velocity exceeded
the settling velocity were considered to ensure sludge mobilization.

o

After the central-suction runs indicated that settling could have significant effects for the
100,000 gallon tank, settling was directly included in the modeling of the end=suction cases. In
those cases the following Stokes-regime hindered settling model (Perry and Chilton 1._73, p. 5-64)
was used to represent the decreased settling velocity at high concentration:

v.=v.00-c,)'"

where Vs = hinderedsettlingvelocity
Vs0= low-concentrationsettlingvelocity(2.9cm/min,accordingtoCco et

al.[1990]sedimentationdata)
Cr= reducedconcentration= Cv/Cv,max
Cv = volumefractionsolids
Cvjaax= maximum packedvolumefraction(0.154forW-28 sludge)

The sludgetheologywas modeledasthatofa concentration-dependentpower-lawfluid
withthefollowingconstitutiveequation:

= m(C,)'_ "<c') (6.2)

m(C,) = 0.0022 + 3.0513C, + 17.631C_z -10.684C_ (6.3)

n(C,) = 12510.6 -C' + (1-1.55967 -'C' ) (6.4)

where x = fluid shear stress (Pa)
= shearstrainram(see-l)

m = consistencyfactor(Pas)asafunctionofrexlucedconcentration
n = flowbehaviorindexasafunctionofreducedconcentration

The power-lawmodelofW-28 sludgeoverestimatestheshearstressrequiredtoproduce
low strainrates(below1see-l),asshown byFigure4.1ofTerronesandEyler(1993).Therefore
thistheologicalmodelisexpectedtoprovideconservativepredictionsofthejetvelocityrequired
formobilization.

The valueofCv,maxinthecurrentbase-casemodeling,0.154,hasbeenchangedfromthe
valueof0.68thatwas usedinTerronesandEyler(1993).(Theprevioushighervalueincluded
bothdissolvedandundissolvedsolids.)However,thispreviousvalueof0.68was usedforthe
maximum packinginseveralofthecurrentruns,and theresultswere comparedwiththose
obtainedusingthebase-casevalueof0.154.The Cv,max= 0.68runshad thesame variationof
viscositywithreducedconcentrationastherunswithCv,m,x= 0.154,butgavea highersludge
densityforanygivenviscosity.Becausetheconcentrationoftheinitialsludgelayerwas always
specifiedatthemaximum packingfactor(whicheveronewas used),theresultsfora Cv,maxof
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0.68 and a sludge solids density of 2.0 g/cc were the same as if a Cv,m_ of 0.154 had been used
withahighersolidsdensityof4.4g/cc.Thus,thehigh-Cvan_xrunsservedassensitivitycasesto
checktheeffectofincreasedsludgedensityonmobilization.

. As intheearliermodeling(TerronesandEyler,1993,Section5.2.1),itwas necessaryto
specifySchmidtnumbersinsuchaway astoavoidgeneratingunrealisticallyhighmolecularand
turbulentdiffusivities.InTEMPEST, thetotaldiffusivityofa speciesiscalculatedasthesum of

. molecular,laminar,andturbulentcontributions:

D_ = Dp + _ + Tl_ (6.5)
pSCL PSCT

where Diet = total species diffusivity
Dp = particle diffusion coefficient (the only non-zero termunder stagnant

conditions)

TI= dynamic viscosity of the fluid

p = density of the fluid

Tle_= turbulenteffective viscosity
SCL = laminar Schmidt number (the standard value is 0.71)
SCT= turbulent Schmidt number (the standard value is 0.71)

The high sludge viscosity 11leads directly to a large laminar diffusivity (second term) and
indirectlytoa largeturbulentdiffusivity(thirdterm).Theseunrealisticallyhightermswere
thereforeeffectivelyremovedfromthesludgemodelby settingtheSchmidtnumbersto109.On
theotherhand,theresultingverylow diffusivitieswere alsounrealisticbecausetheywould
underestimatethemixingandoverestimatethemixingtime.Therefore,asacompromisetheinput
representingtheparticlediffusivity(theonlyremainingcontributiontototaldiffusivity)was set
equal to the value of the laminar diffusivity term for the supernatant:

0.0022 Pa s -- 2.4 x 104 m 2/s (6.6)
Dp = (1285 kg/m3)(0.71)

For a particleof26 gm diameterand 2 g/ccdensity,theparticlediffusioncoefficientin
waterwould be expectedtobe about2 x 10-14m2/s (CRC, 1976,p.F-270).The particle
diffusioncoefficientpertainstostagnantconditionsandrequiressomemodificationtoincludethe
additionaldiffusivitythatresultsfrom a locallaminarvelocitygradient(Equation6.6).The
diffusivityusedforsludgeparticlesinTEMPEST isthereforegreaterthantherelativelynegligible
particlediffusion.

6.2 Results
e

For theconfigurationinwhichthesuctionwas locatedunderneaththejetnozzles,atthe
tankcenter,theminimum jetvelocitiesformobilizationwerefoundtobebetween4.6and6.1m/s

' (15and20 R/s)fora7.6-cm(3-in)diameterjet,andbetween3.0and4.6m/s(10and15ft/s)fora
10-cm(4-in)diameterjet.Forthecor_figurationinwhichthesuctionwas locatedatthetankends,
theminimum jetvelocitiesformobilizationwerefoundtobebetween7.6and9.Im/s(25and30
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ft/s) for a 7.6-cm diameter jet, and between 4.6 and 6.1 m/s (15 and 20 ft/s) for a lO-cm diameter
jet. These ranges were based on computations which indicate that there is a good probability the
lower velocity values might not fully mobilize and mix the sludge. The results for the higher
velocity values in therange indicated complete mobilization and mixing.

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 present the modeling results for the center-suction configuration and
show the height of the sludge-supernatant interface as a function of time. The interface height was
defined as the height above the bottom of the tank at which the final fully-mixed sludge
concentration value occurs. This height was measured at the tank end, and was an average across
the width of the tank. In p.e.fforming the analysis leading to these results, it was concluded that the
sludge mobilization criterlon that was useful in the I/6 scale modeling, the minimum velocity at
which "sludge banks" were absent, was not applicable for the 378 m3 (I00,000 gal) tank. No
sludge banks (regions of undiluted sludge) were observed in the 378 m3 (I00,000 gal) tank
modeling at any velocity. Lacking the sludge-bank criterion, the rule applied was that for
mobilization to be certain, the rate of rise of the sludge-supernatant interface had to exceed the W-
28 sludge particle settling velocity of 2.9 cm/min.

Thus in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 it can be observed that for the 7.6-cm (3-in) jets operating at
6.1 m/s (20 ft/s) and for the 10-cm (4-in) jets operating at 4.6 m/s (15 ft/s), the sludge-supernatant
interface has reached the top of the tank after 80 min, indicating complete mobilization and mixing.
Furthermore, even at the top of the tank the rate of rise of the interface (the slope of the lines)
remained greater than the settling velocity. However, for the 7.6-cm jets operating at 4.6 m/s (15
ft/s) and for the 10-cm jets operating at 3.0 m/s (10 ft/s), the rate of rise of the interface height has
dropped below the settling velocity of 2.9 cm/min. In the figures, the settling velocity is indicated
by the diagonal straight line with the slope of 2.9 cm/min. The particle settling rate was not
explicitly included in the computations of the center-suction scenarios, and therefore is included in
this manner, as a criterion.

Sludge-supernatant interface heights are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 for the end-suction
configuration. Here again, the interface height was measured at the tank end, half a tank radius out
from the middle of the end wall. The rapid increases in interface height at the tank end resulted
from the higher-velocity jet reaching and flowing up the end wall. For these calculations, the
particle settling velocity was explicitly included in the TEMPEST modeling, and so could not be a
mobilization criterion. Hence, the criterion was based on the ability of the convecting fluid to
maintain a flow that could carry the particles to the top of the tank.

6.2.I Details of Central.Suction Results

Even at the lowest jet velocities examined (1.5 m/s, or 5 ft/s), it appeared that there would
be no remaining "sludge banks" of the type seen in the 1/6 scale runs. The sludge concentration
was decreasing perceptibly with time in all locations in the tank. This suggested that complete
mobilization (though perhaps not complete mixing) could occur, given enough time, and that
sludge banks could not be used as a definitive criterion of mobilization. The 1/6 scale runs had
used a suction location in the tank center above the jets; this location may have allowed more flow
to go around the sludge than the bottom suction location, contributing to sludge bank retention.

In all the central-suction runs it was observed that the initial horizontal interface between the
increasingly dilute sludge and the essentially clear supernatant remained fairly distinct until mixing
was nearly complete. This interface moved up the tank at a rate that decreased with time° The
height of the interface could be tracked by plotting it as a concentration contour line set at the final
completely-mixed concentration. This interface rise velocity was of the same order of magnitude
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as the settling velocity (2.9 cm/min for W-28 sludge), suggesting that settling could significantly
counteractsludgedilutionand mixingin this large-scaletank.

Therefore,a comparisonof the interfaceupwardvelocity withthe setting velocity was used
. as the criterion for mobilization in the central-suctionconfiguration. Figures6.6 and 6.7 plot the

movement of the interface heights (at the tankend) for the base-caseand sensitivity runswith 7.6
and 10cm (3 and 4-in) diameterjets. Only the velocities for whichthe interfaceremains abovethe
dotteAdiagonal, which represents the setting velocity, provideenough momentumto make up for

' the effect of sludge particle settq,',g. Using this criterion, the minimumjet ve!ocities for
mobilization were found to be betwten 3.0 and 4.6 m/s (10 and 15 ft/s) for a 10-cm diameterjet,
and between 4.6 and 6.1 m/s (15 and 20 ft/s) for a 7.6-cm diameter jet. The upper-endvelocity
values consistently show an interface velocity (slope of the lines in the figures) greaterthan the
settling velocity (slope of the dottedline), and so would definitely cause mobilization. The lower-
endvelocities might eventuallyeffect mobilizationbutarenotsureto do so.

Although the runs performedwith an 0.46-m (1.5-ft) sludge depth were short,Figures6.6
and6.7 appearto show thatafteran initial periodof acceleratedinterface rise, mixing of the sludge
layer behaves in the same way as for the 0.61-m (2-ft) initial sludge depth. Probably,once the
sludge dilution and the interface height reach the same point for both low-depth and base-case-
depth cases, the mixing proceeds in the same mannerno matterwhat the initial sludge depth.
Thus,muchof the mobilizationprocess would be expectedto proceedsimilarly for the two sludge
depths. However, the lower final sludgeconcentrationand viscosity would be expected to lead to
a lowertotal mixing time for the smallersludgedepth.

The sludgedensity exerted a continuingeffect on mixing. As discussed in Section 6.1, the
Cv,m_ = 0.68 cases plotted in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the effects equivalent to those of a
doubling of sludge solids density. Jadging by the figures, an increase in jet velocity of roughly
1.5 m/s (5 ft/s), or an increase of 30 to 50 percent, is enough to make up for this increase in
density. This suggests that the governing factor is not momentum but the increase in potential
energy (PE) of the rising siudge particles;the doubled PE must be supplied by increasing the jet
kinetic energy (KE), the only energy source in the tank, by a factor of two. The velocity must
increase by 41 percent to double the KE, andthis is approximatelyconsistentwith the simulation
results.

The mixing times for sludge mixing were considerably longer than those for pure
supernatant. Using a 5% sludge concentration difference criterion, the mixing times for the
minimum-velocitymobilizedcases were foundto be 80 rain (for 4.6 m/s and 10-cmdiameter) and
81 rain (for 6.1 m/s and 7.6-cm diameter). Based on the Task 2 results (Section 5.3), the center-
suctionmixing times predictedfor puresupernatantat thesejet conditions would havebeen 13 rain
and 9.1 rain. The high non-Newtonian viscosity and the suppression of turbulenceby the sludge
density gradient apparently increase the mixing time by a factor of 6 to 8, compared to pure
Newtonian supernatant. The final Cv/Cv,m_is (0.010 / 0.154) = 0.065 for all of the base cases.
At this reducedconcentration,the power-lawdescriptionof the viscosity is

, g = 0.272y0.43 (TerronesandEyler 1993) (6.7)

where _ = dynamicviscosity (Pas)
" ¥ = strain rate (l/s)
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Then the final viscosity is as low as 2.2 mPa s (the supernatant viscosity) onl_ at the very
high strain rates near the jet nozzle. Possibly these much lower, shear-thinned viscoszties near the
jet play a large panindeterminingthemixingtime, since the ratio of non-Newtonian to supernatant
mixing times is less than a factor of 10.

The presence of sludge also caused a change in the funcfi.onaldependence of mixing time on
jet velocity and _ameter. This is shown by the fact that the mixing times axe nearly equal for the
non-Nevnonian szmulations, but differ by 50 percent for the estimates based on the Newtonian
supernatant. The functional dependence of mixing time for the non-Newtonian sludge was not
established, because of computer time limitations. (However, it is interesting to note that the
mzxmg times were the same for the two fully mobilize_ center-sucdon cases, for which the product
of jet velocity and diameter were also the same. It is possible that the criterion for mobilization
could be expressed as the simple requirement that the jet velocity-diameter product equal or exceed
0.46 m2/s, or 5 ft2/s. For comparison, the required value was 1 to 3 m2/s for double-shelled tank
waste at Hartford.)

The mixing time would be expected to increase if p.article settling were included in the
TEMPEST modeling, but no runs were performed to quantify this effect for the center-suction
configuration. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show that the excess interface rise velocity, m the mobilized
center-sucdon cases, is enough greater than the settling velocity to ensure a mixing time (including
settling velocity) that is less than three times the mixing time simulated without settling velocity.

The mixing times discussed so far were based on the concentration of the sludge. It was
also possible to determine mixing times on the basis of the second species, the neutrally-buoyant
tracer that was initially located in a small volume at the top center of the tank. The mixing times
based on a 5% difference in tracer concentration were found to be 86 min (for 4.6 m/s and 1O-cm
diameter) and 87 min (for 6.1 m/s and 7.6-cm diameter). These are only 6 minutes longer than the
mixing times that were based on sludge concentrations. Apparently, chemicals located in the
stagnant upper supernatant layer will mix slightly more slowly than the sludge, which is directly
subject to jet mixing.

6.2.2 Details of End-Suction Results

Initially, the flow rates through the two suction lines were quite different. Flow through the
lower suction (0.7 m, or 2.4 ft height) was impeded by the high sludge concentration sucked into
it. The flow through the higher suction (1.2 m, or 4 ft) accordingly increased, drew in slut_ge at a
higher rate, and so eventually slowed down until the flow through the two lines equalized. Figures
6.8 and 6.9 show time-traces of the two suction-line velocities and sludge concentrations.

Figure 6.10, which depicts the central vertical plane along the length of the tank, shows that
after the initial perturbation the concentration and velocity fields were very nearly identical at the
two ends of the tank. This observation was the justification for modeling further runs as end-
symmetric with the suction located at a height of 1.2 m (4 ft). The case shown is for a jet diameter
of 7.6 cm (3 in) and velocity of 6.1 m/s (20 ft/s), and is typical.

Velocities that produced sludge mobilization for the center-suction case were not expected to
be adequate to do so in the end-suction case. The reason for the difference is that the driving force
behind sludge motion and mixing is the upward velocity at the end of the tank. In the case of the
end-suctionconfiguration,thetank-endupwardvelocitywas reducedbythesuctionlinedraw-off,
and theresidualkineticenergywas thereforelessthanforthecenter-suctionconfiguration.
Figures6.11(forend-suction)and6.12(forcenter-suction)show how theverticalvelocityatthe
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tankend variedwithheightabovethe bottom, for a typical case (jet diameter of 7.6 cm andvelocity
of 6.1 m/s). Clearly there was less kinetic energy in the end-suction case, Figure 6.11. As a
result, a higherjet velocity was needed for end-suction to provide the same amount of sludge
drivingforceas forcenter-suction.

As in the case of the central-suctionconfiguration, no "sludge banks"of undiluted sludge
were evidenL Although higherparticleconcentrations were evident on the floor a few feet to the

. side of the jet axis, the concentrationswere decreasing with time and were less than twice as high
as the concentrationsin the pathof thejet.

Once again, the interfacevelocity at the endof the tankwas checked to see whetheror not
complete mob.ih.'zationand mixing could be expected to occur. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the
interface velocities for the 7.6 and 10 cm (3 and 4-in) cases. Ineach set of runs,the initial runwas
an asymmetricsimulationat the lowest jet velocity studied for the end-suctionconfiguration. The
asymmetricrunwas carriedout to nearly an hour,at which time it became clear that the velocity
was insufficient to cause mobilization.

At that point, the ran was convened to a symmetricmodel andcontinuedat threedifferent
velocities: the original low velocity, and velocities that were higherby 1.5 and 3.0 m/s (5 and 10
ft/s). These are the three "branches" in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The upper branches, or higher-
velocity data, show sudden jumps in interface height. These reflect the increased-velocity jet
sweeping the sludge toward (andup) the end wall of the tank; they were not accompanied by an
interface height increase over the whole length of the tank. The sludge upsweep can be seen
clearly in Figures6.13 and 6.16. The upperbranchescan be thought of as what would happento
the interface at the end of the tank if the pumping power were suddenly stepped up partway
througha run.

Since the interface height at the tank end is not representative of the interface height
throughoutthe tank for these "velocity step" cases, Figures 6.4 and 6.5 do not give enough
information to completely judge mobilization. The apparentstoppage of the higher-velocity
interfacesdoes notnecessarily indicate thatmobilizationfailed. However, the figures do show that
the change from an asymmetricto a symmetricmodel has no apparenteffect on the behaviorof the
interface. Given the same jet velocity before and after the symmetry change, the interface
continuedto riseat the same rate.

An increase in the jet velocity, however, impartsan impulse to the sludge that drives it up
the end wall of the tank. Figures 6.13 (10 cm and 6.1 m/s) and 6.14 (10 cm and 7.6 m/s) show
the effect over time of the velocity step on the concentration field, and the extent to which the
impulse leads to sludge mobilization. Increasingthe velocity from 4.6 to 6.1 m/s, for a 10-cm
(,t-in)jet diameter,did not ap_ar to roll the sludgeup to the top of the tank. However, the step to
7.6 m/s at a 10-cm diameterdid send the sludgeover the top, leading to substantialmixing by 86
min (Figure6.14). In the sameway, as shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, a velocity of 7.6 rn/s did
notappearto send the sludge over the top for a 7.6-cm (3-in)jet diameter, buta velocity of 9.1 m/s
(30 ft/s) was adequate.

' Dataanalysis indicatedthatfor end suctionthe low-end velocities, 4.6 m/s (15 ft/s) for 10-
cm (4-in) diameter and 6.1 m/s (20 ft/s) for 7.6-cm (3-in) diameter, might or might not produce

• sludge mobilization. At an interface heightof about 3.1 m, the interfacerisevelocities forthe low-
end cases were low, about 1 x 10-4m/s. At this interface level, about 2/3 of the tank volume
contains sludge, and its concentrationis about1.46 vol%. By Equation(6.1), the hindered settling
velocity at thisconcentrationis 4.37 x 10-4m/s, and the hindered settlingvelocity at the final fully-
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mixed concentration -- when the interface reaches the tank top - is 4.53 x 10-4 m/s. The interf_e
velocity near the tank top would ne,ed tObe greater than the difference m the settling velocities; or 2
x 10-s m/s, to ensure full mobilization. Al.though at 3.1 m height the interface rise velocity was
fivetimesthesettlingvelocitydifference,itLqnotclearthattheinterfacewouldstillbemovingfast
enoughatthetanktoptoresistsettling,after"dilution"intheremainingtankvolume.

The concentrationfieldplots(Figures6.13through6.16)helptovisualizetheeffectofthe
velocitystep,butthemostusefulcluetowhetherajetvelocitywouldmobilizethesludgecame
from the velocity.step results. Figure 6.17 shows, for the four higher-velocity cases, vertical j
profiles of the vertical veloclues imparted to the fluid at the end wall of the tank. It can be seen that
for all except the 7.6-cm, 7.6-m/s (3-inch, 25-fl/s) case, there is an u_.ward veloclty all along the
tank end-wall, and th!s upward velocity is much greater than the settling velocity. The failure of
the 7.6-cm, 7.6-m/s jet to maintain an upward velocity all along the end wall suggests that its
mobilization capacity is doubtful.

These velocity data make it clear that for the end-suction confi_uration mobilization is
possible between 4.6 and 6.1 m/s (15 and 20 it/s) for the 10-cm (4-inch) jet, and between 7.6 and
9.1 m/s (25 and 30 .it/s) for the 7.6-cm (3-inch) jet. As long as the far-wall velocity is much
greater than the settling veloczty, all the way to the top of the tank, and there are no sludge banks,
mobilization must eventually occur.

The results suggest that a jet velocity-diameter product of 0.58 m2/s (6.2 ft2/s) is not quite
adequate for sludge mobilization, but a value of 0.62 m2/s (6.7 ft2/s) is enough. The model results
for the "velocity step" cases also suggest that it might be possible to reduce the mixing time by
starting the pump at a relatively low flow rate and, once the sludge dilution process is well
underway, turning up the flow rate and impelling the sludge to the top of the tank.

6.2.3 Discussion of Results

To summarize, both the central-suction and end-suction configurations of the 378 m3
(100,000 gal) tank showed mobilization behavior that differed from that of the 1/6 scale tank (0.87
m3, or 230 gal volume). Below a certain threshold jet velocity (between 4.0 and 6.1 m/s), sludge
banks were retained on the floor of the I/6 scale tank; the corresponding minimum velocity for
mobilization would be expected to be much higher than 6.1 m/s (20 it/s) in the 378 m3 (100,000
gal) tank, because of the greater tank volume. Nevertheless, even at low jet velocities no sludge
banks were observed in the 378 m3 (I00,000 gal) tank model, and the minimum velocities required
for mobilization were only 4.6 to 9.1 m/s (15 to 30 it/s), depending on jet diameter and suction
location.

The I/6 scale tank model was different from the 378 m3 (I 00,000 gal) tank model in several
ways besides size: the tank was only half-filled with liquid, the jets were located not at the center
of the tank but I/4 of the way along the length, and the suction was located in clear supernatant
several inches above the jets (which were 5. I cm, or 2 in above the tank floor). These differences
led to a significantly different flow field, and in turn to a much different mixing effectiveness.

Figure 6.18 allows a comparison between the well-developed velocity fields for the I/6
scale model and the two 378 m3 (100,000 gal) suction configurations. In the 1/6 scale case (the
top plot in the figure), the 4.0 m/s (13 it/s) flow leaves the jet nozzle, meets resistance from the

high-concentration high-viscosity sludge at the _ end, and takes the path of least resistance by
vertically looping back to the suction point. This short-circuiting" is aided both by the location of
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suction above the jets and by the free surface at the top of the fluid, which provides no frictional
reslstance to flow along the top. Therefore, a relatively high jet velocity is required to force the jet
all the way to the wall before it turns back.

. This jet short-circuit is not so readily available in the 378 m.3 (100,0DO gal) tank
configurations, even in cases where the jet velocity is too low for mobilizauon. The result is more
effective mobilization. In the center-suction case, where suction is located near the floor below the

. jets, the flow (3.0 m/s, or 1Oft/.s)cannot reach the suction by looping upwards. Instead, it must
l.oop back down in a nearly horizontal plane; its upward turn where it meets sludge resistance is
limited by this requirement. The jefs relatively restricted vertical diversion can be seen in the small
vertical component of the back-flow vectors in the middle plot in Figure 6.18. In the case of end-
suction m the I0().,000 gal tank, the 4.6 m/s (15-ft/s) jet goes directly to the end wall of the tank
and is drawn up into the suction; above the suction point, velocities are very low owing to the
removal of flow and momentum by the suction line. The end-suction case is shown as the bottom
plot in Figure 6.18.

It appears that the Ioc.ation of the suction relative to the jets is one of the more important
variables ".msludge mobilization performance (though as noted in Section 5, its effect on mixing of
a Newtoman fired was rather small). Of the three configurations modeled, the one with suction
located in the tank center beneath the jets provided the most effective mobilization; that is, the
minimum jet velocity for mobilization was the lowest for that arrangement. The configuration with
the suction located above the jets apparently provided much less effective mobilization -- although
other characteristics of the sixth-scale runs, for instance the half-f'flling of the tank and the low
height of the jets, may also have acted to reduce mixing and mobilization.

The literature discussed in Section 4 does not describe the effects of suction location, but
sheds a little light on some other tank geometry effects. In a vertical cylindrical tank containing a
Newtonian fluid with a free surface, the optimum location for a nozzle is at a height between 25
and 50 percent of the liquid depth. This height allows entrainment from both above and below the
jet center and leads to three-dimensional circulations, thus improving mixing. A jet nearer the floor
becomes (to some extent) a wall jet and tends to produce two-dimensional circulation. In a
horizontal cylindrical tank, moving the jet near to any "wall", whether "side", "top", or "bottom",
would tend to convert the three-dimensional jet to a wall jet and reduce its effectiveness. It is not
clear how this theory can be applied quantitatively to the MVST-CIP tanks, where the improved
mixing effectiveness from raising the jets could be offset by lower solids pickup because of the
decre_ near-floor velocity.

The literature also showed that, because of entrainment, the mixing time is inversely
proportional to the jet axis length (if the tank volume is held constant). In the case of a horizontal
cylindrical tank with opposing-direction jets placed at the center of the tank length, the two jets are
mixing equal volumes of fluid and have equal jet axis lengths. In a Newtonian fluid, moving the
jets along the length should not change the mixing time because the length dependence cancels out;
from Equation 4.5, the fluid volume and axis length of each jet change proportionately. In the
MVST CIP tanks, jets that are off-center lengthwise would probably increase the chances of

, sludge-bank reteation at the long end, as in the 1/6 scale modeling.
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Figure 6.1. Schematic of tank configuration used in computational models for
Task 4, sludge mobilization and mixing.
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APPENDIX A

EXTENDED RHEOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
• OF MVST W-28 SLUDGE

As partof anotherongoing waste-tankremediationproject (the FlammableGas Program,
which is focused on HartfordTank 241-SY-101), the MVST W-28 sludge rheological data were
analyzed and compared to several rheological models other than the power law. This appendix
brieflypresents the analysis results, which show thatbiviscous constitutive equations such as the
Carreauand Cross models more completely represent W-28 rheology than the power-law model.
The resultsalso suggest thatthe W-28 sludgecan be describedbetterby models that do not include
a yield stressthanby models thatdo.

A.1 Models in the Literature

The classic rheologicaldescriptionof a viscous fluidis simply

=-TID (A.1)

In the Newtonian case, the shearstress tensor (x) is a linearfunctionof the shearratetensor

(D); the viscosity (I_)is nota functionof D or of timebutonly of solidsconcentration,temperature
and possibly other local variables. For a non-Newtonian fluid such as a typical sludge, the
viscosity is a functionof D, and frequentlya complicatedone.

Some of the mostdesirable characteristicsof rheologicalmodels include a minimalnumber
of adjustable(experimentally obtained)constants, a form that allows easy curve-fitting to data,
computational simplicity to hold down computer costs, and physical meaning. The following
subsectionsdiscuss the models in the literaturewith respect to these criteria. Forconvenience, the
models aresub-dividedinto two types, those with andwithout yield stresses.

A.I.1 No-Yield Models

The first broadset of non-Newtonian rheological models comprises the models without
shear yield stresses. In the no-yield models, the presumptionis that every stress, no matterhow
small, leads to a continuingdeformation. Fluids in which the viscosity decreases as the shear rate
increasesareknown as"shear-thinning"or "pseudoplastic".

The simplest of the no-yield models is the powerlaw, or Ostwald-DeWaele,model (Birdet
al., 1960):

• Power law:

• •= K D (A.2)
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where z - shear stress tensor
D ffi shear rate tensor
liD = second invariant of the shear rate tensor
K ffi consistency index
n = structunfl (or behavioral) index

For n < 1, which is usually the case for suspensions and sludges, the fluid is pscudoplastic.
For very concentrated suspensions, n may exceed 1 and the fluid is "dilatant", becoming more
viscous with increasing shear rate. The major computational difficulty with the power-law model
is that (for n < 1) the viscosity becomes infinite at low shear rates.

A more complex non-Ncwtonian model was proposed by Cross (1965). The original
derivation was based on the assumption that pseudoplastic behavior occurred in suspensions
because of the formation and breakage of su'uctm_ linkages between particles. A kinetic approach
was used to estimate the average group size as a function of shear, and the viscosity was
considered to be proportional to group size (assuming the groups are in the form of kinked chains).
Cross-like models arc the ones most likely to appear when a model is partly or wholly derived
from theory. A genendized Cross model (Evans, 1992) is

where _.= Newtonianviscosityathighshearrate(20-I00see-i)

110= Newtonianviscosityatverylowshearram (0.01-0.5see-l)
B = correlatingconstantspecifictothefluid

Thisfour-constantversionoftheCrossmodel ispractical,givenmodem curve-fitting
software,andcandescribeawidevarietyofnon-Newtonianbehavior.The Crossmodel givesa

finiteviscosityof Tl0astheshearrateapproacheszero.

Finiteviscosityatverylow swainratesiscomputationallydesirablebecauseof its
continuity,butposesa new computationalinconvenience.The numericalerrorinanycomputer
modelleadstocalculationofinfinitesimalshearstressesinsystemswheremc trueshearstressis
zero.Forfiniteviscosities,theshearstresserrorproducesverysmallbutnon-zerostrainrates,
whichoveraprolongedperiodoverestimatethefluiddeformation.

Anotherno-yieldmodel,theCarreaumodel,was presentedina handy four-constant
versionbyEllwoodetal.(I990):

Here the parameter B is a characteristic relaxation time. The Can'eau model also gives a
finite viscosity at low shear rates. This model is potentially useful to describe suspension rhcology
but seems to be seldom used.
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Anothertypeof fluidreferredtoinpassingintheliterature(Kalyonetal.,1993)is
biviscous--afluidthathastwodifferentNewtonianviscosities,oneatverylowandoneathigh
shearrates.A simplethree-constantformulationofsuchamodelmightbe

%ffi Tl0+ (l-exp(-B_)) D (A.5)

+

Here B controls the breadth of the region over which the viscosity changes from its low-
shear to its high-shear value.

.4,1.2 Yield Stress Models

Several well-known non-Ncwtonian models include a yield stress, which can be defined as
a minimum shear stress below which no continuing deformation occurs. Below the yield stress,
such a material behaves like a solid with a finite deformation; above it, behavior is fluid, with a
finite shear ram and unbounded deformation. Fluids that display a yield stress arc termed
"viscoplastic".

By and large, the suspension rheology models in the yield-stress category are correlations
of experimental dam rather than expressions that are strongly founded in the theory of particle
interactions. Four models fit under this heading:

Bingham (Bird et al., 1960):

+o+., (A.6)
t. l" Ij

and V=0 for ½rI,<Xo2

Casson (Bird et al.. 1983):

{I++--i_1 . D for ½1"I,, 1:o2 (A.7)

andD = 0 for_I'I+<-co2

Herschel-Bulkley(Birdetal.,1983):

I:= K + D for_l'I,>z02
" (A.8)

andD=0 for ½I'I,<xzo
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Gay (Dabakand Yucel,1987):
f

'C
(h.9)

t rv-D 4

14 B

andDffi0for_LI'I,<go2

where % -=- shear su_ss u_nsor
1"[_-- second invariant of the shear stress tensor
D -- shear rate tensor
liD - second invariant of the shear rate tensor

_0 - yield stress
Tl== Newtonian viscosityat highshearrate(20-100see-l)
rl0= Newtonianviscosityatverylow shearrate(0.01-0.5sec'D
K = consistencyindex
n = structural(orbehavioral)index
B = correlating constant specific to the fluid

All of these models go to infinite viscosity 11as D goes to zero (Bird et al., 1983) because
HD (whichalsogoestozero)isinthedenominatoroftheshearstressterms.The yield-stress

modelsalsopossessa discontinuityatD = 0,I:= %o. Thesecomputationalproblemscan be

avoidedby substitutingastiffexponentialfor_o(Ellwoodetal.,1990).Forexample,

% = _o_(1-e-'_'H'_) (A.10)

where m is a steepness adjustment, usually m > 50 (op. cir.).

Usually, m is set for computational convenience rather than determined from experimental
data. However, data could also be used, providing a kind of biviscous model. The viscosity of

the m-modified Bingham model (for example) approaches a value of (TI0m + 11.) as zero is

approached, according to L'Hospital's Rule. Thus, (xl0m + 11.) can be taken as the value of

viscosity at very low shear rates, or m = (TI0- _.)/'rl0. The m-modified Bingham model is the
simplest (three-constant) form of a biviscous model, but the exponential could equally well be used
in the more complicated Herschel-Bulkley, Casson, or Gay forms.

Of these models, the Herschel-Bulkley has the most general applicability; it and its subsets,
the Bingham and power-law models, are the most commonly used correlations in the experimental
literature. However, two researchers (Turian et al., 1992; Fam et al., 1989) found that the Casson
or Bingham models better fit the rheological data for their suspensions than did the Herschel-
Bulkley model.
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A.2 Experimental Data

In order to choose theological models for inclusion in TEMPEST and use in tank sludge
modeling, it would be useful to know which are most likely to be applicable to tank sludge.

, Makingthisjudgmentrequiresanalysisofsludgerhcologicaldata.

Two sourcesofdataonradioactivewastesludgerheologywerereviewed.One (Few etal.,
1986)describedmeasurementsmade on a non-radioactivesimulantofdifferentdilutionsof
neutralizedcurrentacidwaste(NCAW) from theHanforddouble-shelltanks(DSTs). The
measurementswere made atambientandelevatedtemperaturesandwereintendedtosupport
designofa pump-pipenetworktotransportNCAW slurries.Althoughthesludgetypeisvery
relevant, for current purposes these data are incomplete because the lowest strain rate used in the
measurements was 50 sec-l. (This was an appropriate lower end for the design purpose of the
reference, though.)

A more immediately useful data set was found in Ceo et al. (1990). Samples were taken
from typical radioactive sludges and supernatant liquids in the Melton Valley Storage Tanks
(MVST). The sludge samples were taken in cores up to 0.51 m (20 in) deep. All the samples,
supernatant, sludge, and sludge diluted with supernatant (from the same tank), were assayed for
viscosity using a Brookfield rotational viscometer. The sludge rheological measurements were
made on samples that had been handled as little as possible and had not been mixed or

homogenized. All measurements were made at 21 °C and over a strain rate range of 0.08 to 17
SeC-1.

Table A.1 shows the data for the MVST W-28 tank sludge, the most complete data set from
Ceo et al. (1990). The supernatant from tank W-28 was Newtonian, and substantial non-
Newtonian behavior can be seen in sludge data. There was also some evidence of time-dependent
behavior, though without enough data to allow assessment of thixotropy.

The densities of the bulk and interstitial liquid were equal at 1.29 g/cc. The density of the
(centrifuged) bulk sludge was 1.40 g/cc and the undissolved solids density was 2.00 g/cc. The
bulk sludge contained 51.4 wt% total solids, comprised of 29.4 wt% dissolved solids in the
interstitial liquid and 22.0 wt% undissolved solids. Based on the sedimentation rate of 2.9
cm/min, the W-28 sludge particle agglomerates were estimated to have a radius of 26 _tm (Ceo et
al., 1990). The sludges studied were all apparently gas-free.

The W-28 tank at MVST contains predominantly low-level waste (LLW) concentrates. The
sludge is mostly calcium, magnesium and aluminum hydroxides and carbonates; the supematant
liquid is a basic aqueous solution of sodium nitrate and fission products (Youngblood et al.,
1991).

For comparison, the viscosity of the Hanford Tank 1G1-SY supernatant is 24 cP, the
supernatant density is 1.44 g/cc, the bulk density of the sludge is 1.79 g/cc, and the intrinsic solid
density is 2.18 g/cc. The sludge composition (in the absence of gas) is believed to be between 47

• and 65 volume percent undissolved solids. The maximum gas content is 19 to 24 volume percent.
Both the sludge and the supernatant in Tank SY-101 appear to be more concentrated than the
MVST W-28 counterparts, and may therefore exhibit considerably different rheology.
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Table A.I. Shear stresses and strain rates of bulk liquid and sludge, ORNL MVST tank W-28.

Shear rate Shear stress
(see-l) (dyne/cm2)

W28-L3 (su_uerlaatant_
36 0.81 (constant viscosity of 2.2 mPa s)

W28-$3 fundill_ted sludge')a
0.08 32
0.17 35
0.42 51
0.84 82
1.7 150
3.4 off scale

W28-$3 sludge, diluted 1:1 with W-28-L3 superrlatarit
0.08 5.0 *
0.17 7.4 *
0.42 18
0.84 35
1.7 52
3.4 69
8.4 79
16.8 87

W28-$3 sludge, dilmed 1:3 with W-_8-L3 su_rnatant
0.08 2.2 *
0.17 3.5 *
0.42 12 *
0.84 15 *
1.7 19
3.4 22
8.4 26
16.8 29

= Data are doubtful because some slip was observed.
* These data were taken at stress levels with low insmnnent

response and may have more than 10% error for that mason.

A.3 Applying Models to Sludge Data

The data from Ceo et al. (1990) were analyzed to fred which of the models listed in Section
A.1 best described the W-28 sludge rheology. Figures A.1 through A.7 show the data and the
curve fits that were obtained for the several models. (Note: The power-law model was already fit
to the W-28 data once, by Ten'ones and Eyler [1993]. That fit was chosen to match only the
regime above 1 see-l; this fit includes the whole data range, accounting for the apparent
discrepancies between the results.)
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The two-constant models, the power-law and Casson models, do not well represent the
"k.n_" of the stress-strain data (Figures A.1 and A.6). Of the two, the power-law model provides
a shghtly closer fit. The Hersch.el-Bulkley model (Figure A.5), a three-constant model, comes
much closer to the I: 1 and 1:3 dilution data than does its subset the power-law, but it needs an
unphysical negative yield-stress to do so. The other three-constant model, the biviscous model

' (Figure A.4), is clearly rather well adapted to modeling this type of rheology.

The remaining models, the Cross, Carreau, and Gay m.odels, are all four-constant models
" that include two different constant viscosities for low and hlgh strain rates. The Gay model

(Figure A.7) also includes a yield stress and fits the data slightly less well than the other yield-less
models. The Cross and Carreau models (Figures A.2 and A.3) both provide fits which are very
close to the data.

A little more insight about model qualifications can be gained by looking at the curve-fit
constants for the models. These constants are given below in Table A.2. In all cases the units of
shear stress are dyne/cm 2 and the units of strain rate are see-l, so viscosities are in poise (g/cm s)
and yield stresses in dyne/cm2 (where 1 Pa = I0 dyne/era2).

It appears that the yield-stress models require negative yield stresses z0 to provide accurate
stress predictions at low strain rates for the whole range of concentrations. The physical meaning
of this correlation feature is unclear, and in general the yield-stress models do not seem the best
choices to model this sludge.

Of the no-yield models, the Cross, Carreau, and biviscous models are clearly the best. The
Cross and biviscous models seem slightly preferable because the viscosity at high strain rates is
always greater than the 2.2 cP value found for the supernatant liquid (as noted in Table A.I). The
Carreau model, on the other hand, predicts an )l. of 0.78 cP for the 1:3 diluted sludge. This
incongruity would be an inconvenience in computational modeling.

In addition, the low value of the Can'eau infinite-strain viscosity leads to implausibly low
shear stresses at high shear rates. For example, at I00 sec-l the predicted shear stress for W28
diluted 1:3 is 69 dyne/cm2 for the Cross model and 40 dyne/cm 2 for the Carreaumodel. At 1000
see-l, for the same dilution, the shear stress is calculated at 530 dyne/cm2 for the Cross model and
64 dyne/cm2 for the Can'eau. The C.arreaumodel plateaus (for these particular sludges) and the
Cross model does not.

One danger of using the Cross model is that the equation can, with certain parameters,
predict a shear stress that reaches a maximum as strain rate increases and then decreases at higher
strain rates. In the case of the W-28 data, no such maximum is found between 0.01 and I000
sec-l and this problem is not a concern. This question does not arise with the biviscous model,
where the relation between stress and strain is unambiguously monotonic. Furthermore, the
biviscous model requires only three constants and the Cross model needs four.

Taking everything into account, the biviscous model (Equation A.5) appears to be best
' suited to model the MVST Tank W-28 sludge rheology. This may provide a clue as to the best

choice of models for the Hanford tank sludges; however, the higher solids content of the Tank
24 I-SY-101 sludges may require a yield-stress model, while the W-28 sludge does not.
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Table A.2. Correlation parameters for rheological models fit to the ORNL MVST W-28
s_ss/su'ain data.

Power-law (Eouation A.2_:
W28-- K = 102; n ffi0.666; r2 = 0.97
W28 1:1 -- K = 35.4; n = 0.355; r2 = 0.91
W28 1:3 -- K - 13.7; n = 0.295; r2 = 0.91

Cross (Eouation A.3_:

W28 -- 11o- 3800; 11. = 81.9; B - 293; n ffi 1.31; r2 - 1.00

W28 1:1 -- 11o- 49.4; 1]. - 1.86; B - 0.312; n - 1.33; r2 ---1.00

W28 1:3 -- 11o- 36.3; 11. ---0.515; B -_ 1.28; n ffi 1.097; r2 ffi0.99

Carreau ¢Eouafion _.4_:
W28 -- 11offi110; Vl. ffi110; B ffi_, n = 1.00; r2 ffi1.00

W28 1:1 -- rio ffi45.6; 11. ffi0.320; B ffi0.659; n ffi0.0727; r2 ffi1.00

W28 1:3 -- rio ffi30.8; TI. = .0078; B = 1.87; n = 0.164; r2 ffi0.99

Biviscous (Eauation A.5):

W28 -- TI0ffi 13400; 11. ffi73.9; B ffi591; r2 - 1.00

W28 1:1 -- 11offi53.1; _. ffi0.904; B ffi0.727; r2 ffi1.00

W28 1:3 -- 11offi33.0; 11. ffi0.547; B ffi 1.60; r2 ffi0.99

Casson (Ea_uationA.7):

W28-- _o ffi8.54; K 49.4; r2 ffi0.99

W28 1:1 -- _o ffi 18.4; K ffi 1.96; r2 ffi0.78

W28 1:3 -- Xo ffi8.06; K ffi0.497; r2 ffi0.76

Herschel-Bulkley (Equation A.8_:

W28 -- go ffi27.6; K ffi65.8; n = 1.17; r2 = 1.00

W28 1:1 -- Xo ffi-355; K ffi395; n ffi0.043; r2 ffi0.97

W28 1:3 -- _o ffi-129; K ffi144; n = 0.0358; r2 ffi0.98

Gay (Eauation A.9):

W28 -- Xo ffi22.5; rio ffi73.9; _. ffi73.9; B = 0; r2 = 1.00

W28 1:1 -- Xo ffi-2.19; rio ffi69.4; 11. ffi-0.18; B = 99.3; r2 ffi 1.00

W28 1:3 -- Xo = -2.73; rio = 63.3; rl.. = 0.346; B ffi293; r2 = 0.99
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Figure A.1. Tank W-28 data as fitted by a power-law model.
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Figure A.2. Tank W-28 data as fitted by the Cross model.
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Figure A.3. Tank W-28 dataasfitted by theCarreaumodel.
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' Figure A.4. Tank W-28 data as fitted by a biviscous model.
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Figure A.5. Tank W-28 data as fitted by the Herschel-Bulkley model.
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Figure A.6. Tank W-28 data as fitted by the Casson model.
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Figure A.7. Tank W-28 data as fitted by the Gay model.
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